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First, brief review of inflation….





























Caldwell, MK, Wadley







What is the geometry of the 
Universe?

• Flat (Euclidean) Ω =1

• Closed (bound) Ω>1       

• Open (unbound) Ω<1     



Cosmological geometry: The shape of spacetime
General relativity: Matter warps spacetime

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

“Open”
(Less matter)

“Flat”
(critical density)

“Closed”
(more matter)



NASA COBE map of CMB 
temperature (1991-1994)



You are here

14 billion
light-years

CMB that we see originates from edge of observable 
Universe as it was ~400,000 years after the big bang,
~14 billion years ago



The Geometry of the Universe
MK, Spergel, & Sugiyama 1994

Warped spacetime acts as lens:

“flat” “closed”“open”



(flat)

(open)

CMB determination
of the geometry
(MK, Spergel, 

and Sugiyama, 1994)



BOOMERanG map of CMB (2000)



Pre-WMAP bolometer-based measurements:
BOOMERanG, ARCHEOPS, ACBAR



BOOMERanG (2002)



Now even more precise from WMAP



Where did large scale structure (e.g., Where did large scale structure (e.g., 
galaxies, clusters, largergalaxies, clusters, larger--scale scale 

clustering) come from?clustering) come from?

Cosmic strings textures

Isocurvature CDM perturbations

Isocurvature baryon perturbations
Primordial adiabatic perturbations

Late-time phase transitions

Soft phase transitions

Rolling scalar fields Loitering universe

Global monopoles

Superconducting cosmic strings

Seed models

explosions



Where did large-scale structure (e.g., 
galaxies, clusters, larger-scale 

clustering) come from?

Post CMB:

gravitational infall from nearly
scale-invariant spectrum of
primordial adiabatic 
perturbations



INFLATION

GEOMETRY SMOOTHNESS STRUCTURE
FORMATION



WHAT
NEXT???



(from H. C. Chiang)History of the universe (to scale!)

neutrino
decoupling

t = 1 sec

electron-positron
annihilation

t = 5 sec

BBN
t = 3 min

matter-rad.
equality

t = 56 kyr

reionization
t = 0.2 gyrdark matter decoupling

t = 1e-10 sec

here be dragons

end of inflation
t = 1e-35 sec

matter-lambda
equality
t = 9.5 gyr

EW symmetry breaking
t = 1e-12 sec

quark-hadron transition
t = 1e-5 sec formation of CMB

t = 400 kyr you are here
t = 13.7 gyr

EM opaque
Transparent to GWs



INFLATION

GEOMETRY SMOOTHNESS STRUCTURE
FORMATION

What is 
Einfl?

STOCHASTIC GRAVITATIONAL WAVE
BACKGROUND with amplitude ∝Einfl

2



Detection of electromagnetic wave:
look for oscillations of test charges

Detection of gravitational wave:
look for quadrupole oscillations of a ring of test 
masses

t



Detection of ultra-long-wavelength GWs from
inflation: use plasma at CMB surface of last scatter
as sphere of test masses.



(from H. C. Chiang)
Polarization in the CMB

Image: E. Hivon

Image: M. Hedman

Quadrupole moment in
incident radiation field Scattered radiation

is polarized

Polarization induced by Thomson scattering



Detection of gravitational waves with 
CMB polarization

(MK, Kosowsky, Stebbins, 1996; Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1996) 

Temperature map:  

Polarization Map:

Density perturbations have no handedness”
so they cannot produce a polarization with a curl
Gravitational waves do have a handedness, so they
can (and do) produce a curl

Model-independent probe of gravitational waves!



“Curl-free” polarization patterns

“curl” patterns



No Gravity Waves



Gravity Waves



(from H. C. Chiang)
Power spectrum anatomy 101

TT

EE

BB

Lensing GWB

max compression

max rarefaction

photon
diffusion

scale

reionization: peak
location ~ (SLS horizon) x 
sqrt(z_reion / z_rec) ~ 10

inflation
potential

curvature,
acoustic horizon

baryon density SLS thickness (~ 860)

damping from photon
diffusion, sensitive to

matter density

integrated Sachs-
Wolfe effect

SLS horizon
scale (~ 100)

oscillations out of phase:
TT ~ density extrema,
EE ~ velocity extrema

oscillation frequency
differs by factor of
sqrt(3): sound vs.
light speed

gravitational waves
on small scales 
decay away
(amplitude ~ 1/a)

ratio of quadrupole
moment power = T/S

( = 0.05 in this plot)

Multipole moment
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Which experiments have measured what

Temperature spectrum
Beaten to death by
numerous experiments

EE and TE polarization
POLAR, PIQUE, COMPASS
WMAP
CBI
DASI
CAPMAP

BB polarization

Upper limits ~ 2 µK2

(from DASI, CBI, B2K)

T/S < 0.9 from WMAP



Recall, GW amplitude is ∝Einfl
2

l2

GWs ⇒  ∆Τ
And  from COBE, Einfl<3x1016 GeV

GWs ⇒ unique polarization pattern.  Is it detectable?

If E<<1015 GeV  (e.g., if inflation from PQSB),
then polarization far too small to ever be detected.

But, if E~1015-16 GeV (i.e., if inflation has
something to do with GUTs), then polarization
signal is conceivably detectable by Planck
or realistic post-Planck experiment!!!



synchrotron 100 GHz

dust 100 GHz

WMAP
BICEP
QUIET1
QUEST (QUaD)
Planck
QUIET2

synchrotron 100 GHz

dust 100 GHz

Hivon
SPIDER



(Kesden, Cooray, MK 2002;
Knox, Song 2002)

To go beyond Planck, will require
high resolution temperature and
polarization maps to disentangle
cosmic shear contribution to curl
component from that due to
inflationary gravitational waves.







Lensing shifts position on sky:

Where the projected grav potential is

Define the Fourier-mode angles



The grad/curl (E/B) Fourier modes are:

Or inverted…

So lensing induces change to Q…

and analogously for U



and in Fourier space…

and similarly for U



and so lensing induces a curl

even if there was no primordial curl, with
power spectrum





How can we correct for it?  T also lensed.  In
absence of lensing, 

but with lensing,



We can therefore reconstruct the deflection
angle….







Another possibility to correct for 
cosmic shear

(Sigurdson, Cooray 2005)

• Use 21-cm probes of hydrogen distribution 
to map mass distribution between here and 
z=1100



Brief aside: Probes of parity 
violation in CMB
(Lue, Wang, MK 1999)

Might new physics responsible for inflation
be parity violating?
TC and TG correlations in CMB are 
parity violating.
Can be driven, e.g., by terms of form
during inflation or       since recombination



Direct Detection of Inflationary 
Gravitational Waves?

(T. L. Smith, MK, Cooray, astro-ph/0506422)

Mission concept studies:

•NASA: Big-Bang Observer (BBO)
•Japan: Deci-Hertz Gravitational-Wave

Observatory (DECIGO)

seek to detect directly inflationary gravitational-
wave background at ~0.1-Hz frequencies 





Survey some “toy” models for inflation:

“power-law” “chaotic”

“hybrid”

“symmetry-breaking”
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Power-law

chaotic

Symmetry
breaking chaotic



Other possibilities?

• Phantom energy (w<-1) driven inflation 
(Baldi, Finelli, Matarrese 2005)

• Pre-big-bang, cyclic, and ekpyrotic models

may produce “blue” GW spectra: larger direct 
signal, without increasing CMB signal



Conclusions

• IGWB is detectable in many inflation 
models

• IGWB probably not directly detectable if 
does not show up in CMB polarization

• Large lever arm between CMB and 
BBO/DECIGO scales provides unique 
probe of inflationary models
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